
Welcome to the Fall/Winter issue of GR: Golf Range Magazine!

Inside this issue, you will find the following features:

• How Cool is This? Watch as Rickie Fowler conquers the world’s weirdest
golf range.

• Next on the Lesson Tee: Bill Belichick – The NFL coaching legend
shows how to make the most of limited practice time on the golf course.

• Practice Tips From the Pros: Jason Dufner – The PGA Championship
winner may look laid-back, but he puts in major work on the range.

• Get in the Game: Through Golf 2.0 programs, people of all ages can
learn to play golf.

• Wish List: These hot new products can help your game now and into
next year.

Keep it fun and thanks for supporting the GRAA.

Best Regards, 

Rick Summers
CEO & Publisher, GRAA
610-745-0862
rsummers@golfrange.org
Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts

mailto:rsummers@golfrange.org
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This Hawaiian
rangebecomes a 

course fit for a Mini Prince

T
he Prince Course at Princeville Golf Club is one of Hawaii’s top courses.

And thanks to a big little development on the range, there’s even more

of it to love.  Every day at 3 p.m. the Prince Course range closes; an

hour later it reopens as the Mini Prince – a six-hole par-3 course with holes

ranging from 65 to 91 yards in length.  Each of the six greens has two cups

cut: One at the standard four-inch size, and another at eight inches to make

the game a little easier for beginners and juniors.
The Mini Prince gets plenty of play from resort golfers, who can use it to get in a few

extra holes at the end of a sunny Hawaiian day, as well as local players.  Children under

12 can play for just $5, or for free if they play with an adult.  The price is right, and so is

the island attitude – you can even play the course barefoot if you want to enjoy a truly

relaxed mini-round of golf!
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At Pinehurst,
America’s Original
Range Gets Ready for
a Doubleheader

T
he great Tommy Armour once said, “Maniac Hill is to golf what Kitty

Hawk was to flight.”  The birth of manned flight came courtesy of the

Wright Brothers on the sands of a North Carolina beach in 1903, and it

was in the same time frame that Donald Ross was sculpting his great

Pinehurst courses a few hundred miles away in the Sandhills area of the

state. 
Ross created the masterpieces that became the mainstays of the Pinehurst Resort,

including Course No. 2, which will host the U.S. Open and U.S. Women’s Open in back-

to-back weeks next June.  In doing so, he also created the driving range by designating

land to be used by golfers to warm up and take lessons.  The area came to be known as

Maniac Hill, and it is still used as the main range at Pinehurst No. 2 to this day.  The

USGA will use holes on an adjacent Pinehurst course for range duty during next year’s

Opens, but Maniac Hill still stands as the birthplace of golf ranges in the U.S.
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ENDORSED BY THE GAME’S BEST.

MAKING AN IMMEDIATE IMPACT. 

NEW                     IRONS FROM PING.

After the first swing, I knew the S55 was going in my bag. 

No question. I love the control, the trajectory and 

the forgiveness. It’s everything I want in a golf club.”

- HUNTER MAHAN

THE S55 IRONS CAN HAVE THE SAME IMPACT ON YOU. 

SEE A PING FITTING SPECIALIST TODAY OR VISIT PING.COM
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For Fun or Practice –
or Both – the Range
is the Place to Start

G
olf is unique among sports in that it has a dedicated area for practicing,

warming up and grooving your swing: The range.  That’s where you see

the world’s best players working on the tiny tweaks that make the

difference between missing the cut and hoisting a trophy.  That’s where you see

kids taking their first swings and getting a taste of what it feels like to watch a

shot soar into the air.  And that’s where you see golfers of all skill levels enjoying

the feeling of hitting golf balls and working on their games.

This issue of GR: Golf Range Magazine is dedicated to showing you how the

professionals work on their game, and showing you the fun you can have

playing golf.  For example, we have stories about how great players such as Jack

Nicklaus, Phil Mickelson and Jason Dufner use their range time to fine-tune

their games.  Though these major winners come from different generations,

each follow a similar approach in making sure their practice sessions are

targeted toward hitting specific types of shots.  They’re not just hitting balls;

they’re hitting the shots they’ll need for their next round, and they’re simulating

the pressure they’ll feel on the course.

Of course, a lot of us play the game to get away from the pressures we feel off

the course.  That’s how New England Patriots head coach Bill Belichick looks at

the game.  This issue includes a story on how the football mastermind gets away

from the gridiron grind by hitting the links. 

The range is also a place you can have fun with your friends, and this issue

also shows you the lighter side of golf.  Why are Bubba Watson and NBA star

DeAndre Jordan tweeting each other?  Why did supermodel Kate Upton take a

lesson from the legendary Arnold Palmer?  And why did Rickie Fowler practice

at a psychedelic indoor range?  To find out, keep reading.  And to have more fun

playing the game, keep going to the range!

Rick Summers

CEO & Publisher, GRAA

610-745-0862

rsummers@golfrange.org

Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts

Letter from the
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& PUBL I S H E R
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Warming
UP
Tips, trends and 

topics to getyou 

and your game 

READY FOR GOLF

BY DON JOZWIAK
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How Phil Mickelson Became

An All-Around Great Putter

Mickelson uses what he calls the

Circle Drill for putting, often under

the watchful eye of short game guru

and two-time PGA Championship

winner Dave Stockton.  The goal is

twofold: To hit a variety of putts that

break different directions at different

speeds, and to add an element of

pressure to the practice session.

Start by arranging 10 balls in a

three-foot circle around a cup on a

practice green; most standard-length

putters are 35 inches, so that’s a good

measuring stick.  Then start putting,

trying to make each putt in the circle.

Once you’ve made all 10, repeat the

process.  Phil’s goal is to make 100

consecutive putts before he moves

on to other practice, though you

might want to start with a more

realistic goal of 10 or 20 putts and

work your way up.

What happens if you miss a putt?

Congratulations – you get to start all

over again! This is where the element

of pressure comes in: The three-

footers that seem so easy when

you’re just getting started become

much tougher as you get closer to

your goal, and you start to feel the

pressure of not wanting to start over

again.  That’s the same way putting

often feels on the course; what looks

like a tap-in on the front nine can

become a knee-knocker when the

heat is on late in a round.  By learning

what that pressure feels like, and how

you respond to it, you set yourself up

for success when you get on the

course.

Mickelson also makes a practice

stroke before each of his circle drill

putts, rehearsing the routine he’ll use

in competition.  The more realistic

you make your practice, the more it

will pay off when the strokes count.

“In the past, I didn’t putt as well as

I knew I could.  I putted very average

at best with a few really good weeks,”

Mickelson says of his putting

practice.  “Now I feel like I’m putting

great every week, with a few weeks

where I’m fractionally off.  I can see

the ball and I’m rolling the ball down

the line.”

Perhaps the shortest path to

putting improvement is a circle

instead of a straight line.

P
hil Mickelson has always been one of the best ball-

strikers in the game, starting with his junior days and

college career – when he won on the PGA Tour as an

amateur in 1991.  But despite his booming drives and

amazing flop shots, Mickelson didn’t start winning major

championships until he started sharpening his putting stroke.

By following Phil’s lead, you can shave strokes off your game.
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S
ometimes it seems like everybody wants to be

a golfer, even athletes from other sports 

and supermodels.  Thanks to Twitter, we’ve 

seen some unusual pairings involving some of

golf’s biggest names.

Statuesque model Kate Upton has been

spending time with the King himself, Arnold

Palmer.  The pair first met at Arnie’s Bay Hill 

Club & Lodge in Orlando, Fla., where they had

lunch this past spring.  Recently, the duo got 

back together at Palmer’s home course at

Latrobe (Pa.) Country Club for a photo shoot 

and a lesson, which will be

part of the December issue

of Golf Digest.  Check out the

video from their day together

as a sneak peek.

Meanwhile, speaking of

big, NBA star DeAndre Jordan is literally one of

Bubba Watson’s biggest fans.  The 6´11˝ L.A.

Clippers center hung out with Bubba at ESPN

headquarters recently, where they were each

filming commercials.  Watson tweeted a photo 

of the pair – despite standing 6´3 ,̋ Bubba looks

petite compared to his

basketball-playing friend.  It turns out Watson is 

a huge Clippers fan, and regularly trades tweets

with Jordan.  For his part, Jordan recently 

tweeted that he beat his brother in a video game

round of golf while playing as Bubba, shooting a

59 for the win!

Arnie & Kate?  
Bubba & DeAndre? Check Out
These Golf Odd Couples!
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Check With Your
Distributor For 2014
Pre Book Programs

GRIP, LIKE A CHAMP
After 80-plus years of design, engineering and manufacturing expertise CHAMP has created a 

complete innovative line of grips.  CHAMP is known for its tour proven products, get your hands 

on the latest technology from CHAMP.PP.
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D
espite being one of the world’s

largest countries, China has

only four professional golfers –

two men, two women – ranked higher

than 300th in the world.  But that

might change quickly, and a recent

story in The New York Times illustrates

why.

The story is titled “Golf in China is

Younger Than Tiger Woods, but

Growing Up Fast” and follows the

development of teens such as Guan

Tianlang and Andy Zhang, and

focuses on Xie Chengfeng, an 8-year

old in Shenzhen.   Xie practices golf

every day at Mission Hills Golf Club

instead of attending school, and plays

in tournaments throughout the year.

Xie and youngsters like him don’t

benefit from the established golf

culture juniors in the U.S.  and Europe

enjoy, so their parents and the

Chinese government are creating

elaborate new training methods.

Check out the story for yourself for

a possible glimpse into the future of

golf – and to see just how different

Xie’s experience is from how you

learned the game.  ■
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Is China Growing the
Next Tiger Woods?

O
ne of last year’s unlikeliest YouTube

sensations was a video for the hilarious 

song “Oh Oh Oh” by Golf Boys – better known 

on the course as Rickie Fowler, Bubba Watson,

Hunter Mahan and Ben Crane.  The video 

racked up more than 6.7 million views, which

means the “boy band” needed to make a 

sequel.

That brings us to this year’s “2.Oh”, which

takes the Golf Boys’ rapping and dancing skills 

to new heights.  The glitzy video is backed by a

song written by rock singer/songwriter Mat

Kearney, who somehow found something to

rhyme with “Oousthuizen” (“bruising”).  The 

new song name-checks more than a dozen

touring pros, including this awesome couplet:

“We got some hot wings at Stuart Appleby’s/

Oh I wanna wing so Aaron Baddeley!”

OK, it isn’t exactly the Beastie Boys or

Run-DMC.  But it’s got a good beat, and you 

can golf to it.  Even better yet, the video has

helped raise nearly $20,000 for Charity: Water,

dedicated to building clean water-related

projects around the world. ■

Watch: The Return of Golf Boys
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R
ed Bull is known for setting up some

crazy sports stunts, and it didn’t

disappoint when it built a psychedelic

indoor driving range for Rickie Fowler prior to

August’s PGA Championship.  A team of artists

and special effects masters transformed a

sports arena in Washington, D.C. into an

indoor range with monstrous moving targets

and waves of light and sound.  To win the

challenge, Rickie had to hit a trio of shots

ranging from 45 to 78 yards.  Check out the

video for yourself; do you think you could

knock the moon out of the sky?

Rickie
Fowler
conquers the world’s 
weirdest golf range

How Cool 

Is This?
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P
rior to his dramatic victory in

the PGA Championship at

Oak Hill Country Club in

August, Jason Dufner was best known

with golf fans as the player Keegan

Bradley edged down the stretch to

win the 2011 PGA Championship at

Atlanta Athletic Club – and as the

laconic-looking golfer who

unwittingly started a social media

craze called “Dufnering” last spring.

“Dufnering” 
Takes Practice

PGA Championship winner

Jason Dufner may look laid-back, 

but he puts in major work 

on the range

BY DON JOZWIAK

Practice Tips
F R O M  T H E  P R O S
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But to his fellow players and tour

insiders, the 36-year-old Ohio native

is known for his amazing ball-striking

skills and a work ethic on the range

that rivals the hardest workers in the

game.  To them, Dufner’s

breakthrough at Oak Hill was not a

surprise; in fact, some think it was the

first of multiple major championships.

And while “Dufnering” may never go

out of style – Bradley recently

Dufnered in a fairway after making

eagle at the Tour Championship – it’s

probable that Jason’s work ethic and

dedication to practice will keep him

at the top of the game for years to

come.

Here are some tips you can take

from Dufner’s practice routine that

can help you make major

improvements in your own game:

Practice Specific Shots

As his swing coach, PGA Professional

Chuck Cook knows Dufner’s game

and practice habits better than

anyone.  The pair has worked together

since 2008, when Dufner was ranked

660th in the World Golf Rankings.  By

working on his swing and practice

routine, Cook has helped Dufner raise

his game to the top 10 in the world

and capture his first major

championship – an accomplishment

Cook previously attained with

students such as Payne Stewart, Tom

Kite, Corey Pavin and Mark Brooks.

Cook says Dufner is one of the best

practicers he’s ever worked with.  “He

practices hard before and after his

rounds, both full swing and short

game,” says Cook, the 1996 PGA

Teacher of the Year.  “He’s very

professional about his approach to

the game.”

That approach includes tailoring

his practice routine to focus on the

specific shots he’ll need to hit during

his next round.  “When we work

together at a tournament, we’re

always working on shots particular to

that golf course,” Cook says.  “At the

U.S. Open at Merion this year, that

meant chipping out of heavy rough

like they had around the greens.  He

hit a lot of shots like that, and he had a

great week with a top-five finish.  For

the Open Championship at Muirfield,

we worked on trying to flight the ball

down and work it against the wind.

And at Oak Hill for the PGA

Championship, it was just a matter of

making sure his alignment was

correct and working on his putting a

bit – he drives it so straight that I knew

the course set up good for him.”

That’s a great approach for average

golfers, too.  If you know the course

you’re playing or the weather

conditions will challenge a specific

part of your game, use your practice

time to sharpen those skills so you

can play confidently once you do get

on the course.

Work On Your Weaknesses

Cook says that most of his students,

from average players to top tour

professionals, spend too much time

on the parts of their game that don’t

need work.  Dufner, however, isn’t

afraid to attack his weak points.

“The biggest thing I like about how

Jason practices is that he tries to

identify what his weaknesses are and

tries to get rid of them,” Cook says.
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Dufner practices under the watchful eye of Chuck Cook, PGA.

THEJason Dufner F I LE
Born: March 24, 1977 in Cleveland, Ohio.  His family also lived in

Washington, D.C. and Fort Lauderdale, Fla., as he was growing up.

Lives: Auburn, Ala. – where he went to college, played golf as a walk-on

and graduated in 2000 with a degree in economics.

Vitals: 5́ 10 ,̋ 180 pounds

Off-course hobbies: Dufner loves to read, especially biographies of

successful individuals from Arnold Palmer to Abraham Lincoln.

Website: www.jasondufnergolf.com
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Matt Ball, PGA

mcball64@me.com

(804) 305-3743

golfrangespecialties.com

TARGET DOME

Turn your driving 

range into a precision 

target range.

Happy Golfers    No Maintenance     More Profit

Used by Jim McLean at his Junior 

Golf Academy in Ft. Worth Texas
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“The average player practices what

they like and what they’re good at.

But if you want to take a step forward,

you have to try to eliminate the rough

spots in your game.  Right now, Jason’s

working really hard on his putting

because he knows that holds him

back sometimes.  He’s really working

on it, and he’s making strides already

since winning the PGA

Championship.”

Dufner himself acknowledges his

putting difficulties, and that he’d prefer

to practice something else – but he

knows that won’t help him get better.

“I’m not crazy about being on a

putting green; I don’t like practicing it

and I don’t like it in tournaments.  But

it’s definitely a necessity out here,” he

says.  “I know I can be competitive

with that weakness in my game, but I

know I need to find better ways to

make that into a bit less of a weakness

– or maybe even turn it into a strength.”

Practice Like You Play

One of the most distinctive parts of

Dufner’s swing is his pre-shot routine,

which includes exaggerated waggles

of the golf club before he pulls the

trigger on a shot.  Dufner doesn’t just

follow this pre-shot routine on the

course; he waggles the club before

ever shot he hits on the range, too.

Following a pre-shot routine on

and off the course is a great lesson for

average players.  Having a set routine

– whether it’s waggling the club,

shifting pressure from one foot to the

other, or taking a deep breath before

starting your swing – helps create

consistency and confidence,

especially when you’re under pressure.

Once your body goes through your

pre-shot routine, your mind

subconsciously relaxes because

you’re performing a familiar

movement.

When Dufner came to the final

holes at Oak Hill with a slim lead over

Jim Furyk, he stayed consistent with

his pre-shot routines: Waggling over

full shots, and moving his hands in a

slight forward press before each shot.

His reward was a PGA Championship,

and a chance to be known for more

than a goofy photo on the Internet.  ■
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A
n appearance at a school function prior

to a tournament in March led to one of

the most unlikely Internet crazes of the year.

When the website Deadspin posted a photo 

of Jason Dufner sitting against a school wall

next to some children – with his legs

outstretched and his arms slack at his 

sides – other tour professionals found it hilarious.  And soon they 

started posting photos imitating the pose.  It started with Rory McIlroy 

(inset above), then spread to Keegan Bradley and Rickie Fowler (inset 

right).  Before long, the pose was 

everywhere: Even Dufner himself got in on 

the act by reenacting the pose, and fans

Dufnered along the fairways at Oak Hill as 

he finished off his PGA Championship 

victory.

As it turns out, the original photo

happened at the end of a school exercise 

that was meant to help youngsters focus.  

The exercise involved standing up and sitting down multiple times; on 

the last repetition, Dufner relaxed a bit.  That’s when a photographer 

caught the image that would sweep the golf world.

Everybody’s Dufnering

“CBS This Morning” hosts Norah

O’Donnell and Charlie Rose joined Jason

in Dufnering after his PGA Championship

victory, while PGA officers (from left)

Secretary Derek Sprague, President Ted

Bishop and Secretary Paul Levy paid

tribute to Dufner at Oak Hill.
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Football consumes Belichick’s life

through most of the year, but he finds

time to play in a handful of high-

profile events, such as the AT&T

Pebble Beach National Pro-Am and

the pro-am at the Honda Classic in

Palm Beach Gardens, Fla., each

spring.  He told reporters at last year’s

Pebble Beach event that he plays

roughly a dozen times each spring

and carries a 16 handicap.

That handicap is maintained at

Belichick’s home course, Sankaty

Links Golf Club in Siasconset, Mass.

He’s taken lessons from the club’s PGA

head professional, Mark Heartfield,

and plays at the club as a member

with his family on occasion.

“He comes out and plays a round

from time to time with his family,

when he’s not involved with football,”

says Heartfield, who is in his 26th

season at Sankaty Links.  “It’s neat to

turn on the TV and see him playing at

Pebble Beach.”

Belichick and his PGA Tour playing

partner, Ricky Barnes, finished third

at the event in 2012 – just days after

Belichick’s Patriots lost to the New

York Giants in Super Bowl XLVI.  The

pair played together again this year;

playing in a foursome with Notre

Dame football coach Brian Kelly and

PGA Tour player James Driscoll,

Belichick and Barnes missed the pro-

am cut this year.

Heartfield says Belichick has a

good overall game despite a limited

amount of practice time.  As the

teacher of other golfers with high-

impact jobs, such as professional

musicians, Heartfield says players

such as Belichick can thrive by
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N E X T O N T H E

Lesson
T E E

About Bill Belichick

Born: April 16, 1952

Current Title: Head coach, New England

Patriots

NFL Coaching Record (including post-

season): 205-109

Super Bowl victories: 3 (2001, 2003, 2004)

Golf Handicap: 16

Known for getting the

most out of his players

on the gridiron,

NFL coaching legend

Bill Belichick

shows how to make

the most of limited

practice time on the

golf course

BY DON JOZWIAK

N
FL coaching legend Bill Belichick has a reputation as a

football genius, able to find and cultivate football

talent and turn ordinary players into champions.

While most sports fans know about Belichick’s three Super

Bowl rings as head coach of the New England Patriots, few

know that the NFL’s longest tenured active head coach is also

an accomplished golfer.

Patriot
Games

Patriot
Games
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ernestsports.com

855.354.4653

The Ernest Sports ES 12 portable launch monitor is technology any golfer can use. 

Take the guesswork out of club selection, improve your game and gain an 

advantage on the course. The FREE smartphone app provides abundant data 

touchpoints to enhance your practice sessions. No wonder it was voted “Best New 

Product” of the Year at the PGA Show - and received praise by top professionals.

KNOW YOUR DISTANCE. 

Small size. Small price. $249 .99

S 12 portable launch monitor is technology any

OUR DISTANCE. 

“Very cool way to practice!”
-David Phillips
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practicing in short bursts when they

have the chance.

“If you’re in a profession where you

have to perform under that kind of

pressure, you tend to be more

generally focused on the process

involved in being a good golfer,”

Heartfield says.  “If you’re a coach, you

understand the process it takes to be

good at something, and you

understand that there’s no quick fix.”

Heartfield advises players with

long work hours like Belichick to

make the most of practice time when

it presents itself to keep in touch with

their golf skills throughout the year.

“When you get away from playing

the game, your skills can get away

from you in a hurry,” Heartfield says.

“Even a half an hour hitting balls on

the range here or there can go a long

way toward keeping your skills intact.

I’m seeing a lot of students hit balls

indoors through the winter, which is

also good for letting go of some of the

stress of a demanding job.”

Who knows?  Perhaps the secretive

Belichick has a hitting net set up in

Patriots’ practice facility with posters

of Pebble Beach lining the walls.  But

if you find yourself short on practice

time, don’t give up on the game – just

take the Belichick approach to

making the most of what time you

have for golf.  ■
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“If you’re a coach, you

understand the process

it takes to be good at

something, and you

understand that there’s no

quick fix.” 

—Mark Heartfield, PGA

head professional at Bill

Belichick’s home course 
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Get 
in the
Game
Through Golf 2.0
programs, people 
of all ages can learn 
to play golf – and 
have fun doing it

BY DON JOZWIAK

PHOTO BY RUSSELL KIRK/GOLF LINKS

H
ere’s a little secret about the game of

golf: It can be a tough game, especially

for beginners. Not only that, but sets of

golf clubs and buckets of range balls don’t

come with instruction books that tell you how

to get that little ball to fly high and far.
That’s why the golf industry has joined forces with

the Golf 2.0 initiative to get new players into the game,

bring lapsed players back to the game, and to keep

existing players on course. You can find golf ranges

and courses near you that offer these programs by

logging on to PlayGolfAmerica.com. Here’s a look at

some of the Golf 2.0 programs so you can see which

might be the best fit for you:
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T
his might be the best-known, most successful

program for getting new or lapsed golfers into the

game. The basic setup of Get Golf Ready is simple:

golfers pay $99 for five one-hour instruction sessions – the

exact pricing and format varies slightly from facility to

facility. What doesn’t vary is the goal of Get Golf Ready,

which is to prepare golfers for getting on the course and

playing the game, from the full swing to the short game.

The curriculum of each Get Golf Ready session deals with

on-course situations and even calls for getting out on the

course if there’s one available at the host facility. These

group lessons are also very social, which makes them great

for groups of friends to take together – or for you to make

new friends while you learn to play the game.

J
ust as baseball has Little League for youngsters, golf

now has PGA Junior League Golf. This co-ed team

program for kids ages 7-13 has grown exponentially

over the past three years and is expanding across the

country. Kids get team golf shirts that look like jerseys from

other sports, and they compete together in 9-hole matches

that are fun and non-threatening. PGA Professionals serve

as team captains, and many run additional practice

sessions to help teach kids the game. No experience in golf

is necessary to play PGA Junior League Golf, and top teams

have a chance to advance to the PGA Junior League

Championship on the national level.

Get Golf Ready 

PGA Junior League Golf
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A
nother great opportunity for young golfers to learn

the game, PGA Sports Academy Powered by

UnitedHealthCare blends golf instruction with

health, fitness and advice on following a healthy lifestyle.

Kids learn how athletic skills from other sports – throwing a

football, tossing a frisbee, kicking a soccer ball – translate

into golf motions. PGA Sports Academy sessions also focus

on sportsmanship, etiquette, the Rules of Golf and healthy

nutrition. The emphasis is on fun and staying active, which

is especially important in areas where school physical

education classes have been cut back.

PGA Sports Academy
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T
his program for existing golfers was first proposed by

golf industry veteran Barney Adams, and has grown

into an industry-wide initiative.  Golf’s allied

associations are promoting TEE IT FORWARD as a way for

golfers to have more fun on course by playing from the

appropriate set of tees for their ability and experience.  This

generally leads to golfers playing from shorter tees than

they’re used to, which means hitting shorter clubs into the

greens and having more chances at pars and birdies.  Many

golfers think of TEE IT FORWARD as a “tour experience,”

since they’re hitting similar clubs into the greens as the

tour players they see on TV.

Tee it Forward
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There’s never a bad time of year to find new gear that will help 

your game, and these hot new products can help your game now

and into next year

WishList

S
pring used to be the main season for new golf product introductions, but now golf

companies are introducing great new designs throughout the year.  Whether you’re

trying to  play better today or get ready for the start of next season, here’s a wish list of hot

new products – as identified by PGA Professionals – that you’ll want to check out for yourself.
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DRIVERS

Two new takes on adjustable drivers are the talk of the tour and the range this fall.

TaylorMade’s SLDR does away with the multiple removable weights used in the

company’s recent drivers in favor of a single 20-gram weight that can be repositioned

along a track on the club’s sole.  The sliding weight can be secured in one of 21 positions

parallel to the clubface to tune shot direction, and the company says the low and forward

placement of the weight makes the 460cc SLDR longer and hotter than previous

TaylorMade drivers.  Meanwhile, Callaway’s new FT Optiforce driver line focuses on

aerodynamics and lighter weight in an effort to increase clubhead speed without swinging

harder.  According to the company, the two FT Optiforce models – a 460cc version and a

smaller 440cc version for better players – are tuned to optimize launch conditions by

reducing drag during the swing.  The loft of the FT Optiforce and SLDR drivers can be

adjusted for every greater customization.

Callaway FT Optiforce 

TaylorMade SLDR
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IRONS
Multi-material designers are giving golf club

companies a chance to fine-tune new irons in

dynamic new ways.  For example, the redesigned

Titleist AP1 irons that are due out in November

have a dual-cavity design and a tungsten sole

weight for a combination of forgiveness and

solid feel.  TaylorMade’s new SpeedBlades

feature a design that changes throughout the

set, with longer irons having a handlebar-shaped

sole slot for more face flex and distance, while

the shorter irons have sleeker toplines and soles

for better scoring shots.  And the Ping S55 is an

iron design for low-handicappers that has a soft

new elastomer material inside a Custom Tuning

Port and a design that improves upon the

Moment of Inertia from the previous S56 model

without making the clubheads larger.
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Tour Edge Exotics CB Pro

Ping S55 

Adams Golf Idea 

FAIRWAY WOODS/HYBRIDS
It’s all about sole for some of the most innovative new fairway woods and hybrids

this fall.  At address, the Tour Edge Exotics CB Pro looks like a compact fairway

wood you’d see in a touring professional’s bag.  But flip it over and you find the

unique Slip Stream sole, which has a series of undulating slots that are designed to

minimize turf contact and increase clubhead speed when hitting shots off the

deck.  The limited edition CB Pro also comes with a Fujikura Speeder shaft and a

leather Stitch Golf headcover.  The new Adams Golf Idea hybrids also boast an

innovative sole design that includes the company’s Cut-Thru slot that runs parallel

to the face of the clubs.  The company says this design helps launch shots higher

with additional forgiveness.

TaylorMade SpeedBlade
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Callaway Mack Daddy 2 
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WEDGES

When it comes to wedges, it’s a groove thing. A fresh set of wedges

with USGA-approved grooves is a great way to add control and

stopping power to your short game shots, and there are some great

new options on the market.  Cobra’s Tour Trusty was designed with

direct input from tour players such as Rickie Fowler and Jonas Blixt,

and features a face and grooves cut with Variable Feed Rate

Milling for a rougher surface and more spin.  Callaway’s Mack

Daddy 2 wedges were designed by Roger Cleveland with

input from Phil Mickelson, and feature both larger and

smaller grooves: The main 5V grooves are larger

than the company’s previous groove design,

while laser-milled micro grooves in the

hitting area increase surface roughness

and add spin.  The Callaway and Cobra

wedges are available in a variety of

lofts and finishes.

PUTTERS

The upcoming ban (in 2016) on anchored putting strokes is leading to innovation, as

putter manufacturers work to create models that will add stability in other ways.  The

Scotty Cameron by Titleist Futura X  is one such putter, built for golfers who want to make

a slow, steady stroke – like an anchored pendulum stroke.  With eight different weights

spread across the large mallet head, including two changeable weights, the aluminum

putter head has a very high MOI for a standard-length putter.  The head design was used

as a prototype by Adam Scott in his Masters win.  The Ping Scottsdale TR line has a

variety of putter styles that feature grooved face inserts that vary in depth – deeper in

the center, more shallow at the edges – to improve distance control.  The new Senita B

model is longer than most standard putters at 38 inches, and it has a 50-gram

counterbalancing weight under the grip for a smoother stroke.

Ping Scottsdale TR 

Cobra Tour Trusty 

Scotty Cameron by
Titleist Futura X 
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For more information about the latest golf

equipment, seek out a PGA Professional

in your area by logging onto PGA.com.

ACCESSORIES

Smartwatches are supposedly the next big thing in consumer technology, and GPS watches

are definitely a big help when you’re out on the golf course.  One of the latest and slickest

golf GPS watches is the just-released GolfBuddy WT3.  Weighing just north of 2.5 ounces

and  promising nine hours of battery life per charge, the unit comes preloaded with more

than 36,000 golf courses and the ability to pinpoint the location of the pin on each green to

get a more accurate distance reading.  The WT3 also lets users track their score and

distance walked during a round.  While you’re on the course or on the range, protecting your

eyes from the sun is always a good idea.  A pair of new styles offer a variety of customization

options.  The Under Armour UA Drive Multiflection sunglasses have strong but flexible

frames for a snug fit, along with high-contrast lenses to provide contrast on the greens –

and can be customized with interchangeable logo clips in multiple colors.  And the Maui Jim

Switchbacks have a proprietary design that allows golfers to switch out different lenses

based on the light conditions on a given day.

SHOES

After more than a century of wearing variations

on wingtips, golfers are finally coming around to

a lighter, more athletic style in their footwear.

For a shoe that’s truly barefoot style, meaning

it has “zero drop” from the heel to the forefoot,

True Linkswear is among golf’s pioneers.  The

TRUE sensei model is one of the game’s

lightest, most flexible shoes, and it can be worn

from the course to the gym and just about

anywhere else.  FootJoy’s most minimal offering is

the M:Project, a waterproof shoe available with or

without cleats.  The full fit of the M:Project across

the forefoot lets your toes spread out more naturally

while walking and swinging the club.  And the Nike

TW ’14 is inspired by the Nike Free running shoes,

with increased flexibility and full athletic motion.

GolfBuddy WT3

Under Armour
UA Drive Multiflection 

Maui Jim Switchbacks 

TRUE sensei  

Nike TW ’14 

FootJoy M:Project
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“CoverShots has demonstrated to the golf
industry that it is dedicated to innovation
and quality service, which is a supplement
to the teaching skills of PGA Professionals
everywhere.”

—Brian Whitcomb, Past President,

The PGA of America

• CoverShots has been Proven to

increase Range Revenue

• Mobile Canopies from 24 to 104 foot

Clear span

• Since 1997 CoverShots has been

providing cost effective tee line

coverage for ranges, golf courses 

and teaching academies

• Our Quality is recognized: Official

Mobile Canopy of the TPC Network;

Preferred Mobile Canopy Supplier to

PGA Golf Properties GRAA Preferred

Vendor Preferred Vendor for Nicklaus

Academies

Turn your Range into a

PROFIT CENTER
go to www.CoverShotsGolf.com to try our Profit Calculator

1-888-881-2433  • www.CoverShotsGolf.com

108-A South Kerr Ave., Wilmington, NC 28403

30  PTC 

located at Paradise Valley Golf Center, Fairfield, California

30  PTC 

located at Paradise Valley Golf Center, Fairfield, California

Official Mobile Canopy of the

Tournament Players Club Network

Preferred Mobile Canopy Supplier

to PGA Golf Properties

Preferred Vendor
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P R E F E R R E D V E N D O R S
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Golf Range Association of America
Preferred Vendors
In recognition of their support and participation, The Golf Range Association of
America wishes to thank the following GRAA Preferred Vendors.

888-881-2433
www.covershotsgolf.com

Official Mobile Canopy Supplier

800-726-3354
www.coastalnetting.com
Exclusive Netting Company

888-287-2614
www.golfwebdesign.com

Official Web Designer

800-869-1800
www.wittekgolf.com

Official Range Equipment Supplier

800-237-3355
www.alliedspecialty.com

Official Insurance Supplier

800 OK CHAMP
www.champspikes.com

Official Spike and Tee Supplier

800-541-1123
www.texnetusa.com

Exclusive Netting Company

800-641-4653
www.easypicker.com

Official Range Equipment Supplier

EASY PICKER
®

GOLF PRODUCTS

877-769-3781
www.powertee.com

Official Automated Tee System
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Get Golf Ready students spent an average of  

$984 in their first year on golf *

  A Great Way to

Welcome New Golfers

to your Facility!

REGISTER AT 

PGALinks.com/Registration

*2011 results from Get Golf Ready survey hosted by NGF.
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R E A D E R  S E R V I C E
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Exsite Golf 
Exsite Golf offers a line of accessories including the Brush
Caddy and the Tour Towel.  The Brush Caddy™ is a stand-alone,
portable club-cleaning device that allows players to clean their
clubface after each and every shot.  The Tour Towel consists of
an hourglass shape, microfiber makeup and its one-of-a-kind
Personal ID tag that is sewn into the hem line of every single
towel.  The 41ʺ x 7ʺ x 21ʺ dimensions allow this towel to sit
comfortably over a golfer's shoulder blade at the 7ʺ center
point of the towel.

To learn more visit: www.exsitegolf.com

Power Tee 
Power Tee is an automated ball teeing system for golf ranges
and according to the company is the most productive and
enjoyable practice aid a golfer can find in today’s driving range.
This is why it is found at the best practice facilities in the world
such as St Andrews, the Belfry, Wentworth Club and the
superb Dromoland Castle in Ireland in addition to a further
300 quality driving ranges around the UK, and southern
Ireland.  

To Learn more visit: www.powertee.com

1. Above All Advertising
(866) 552-2683
www.abovealladvertising.net

2. Aldila
(858) 513-1801
www.aldila.com

3. Allied Specialty Insurance
(800) 237-3355
www.alliedspecialty.com

4. Champ
(800) OK.CHAMP
www.champspikes.com

5. Coastal Netting
(800) 726-3354
www.coastalnetting.com

6. CoverShots
(888) 881-2433
www.covershotsgolf.com

7. Easy Picker
(800) 641-4653
www.easypicker.com

8. Ernest Sports
(855) 354-4653
www.ernestsports.com

9. Exsite Golf
(803) 547-0221
www.exsitegolf.com

10. EZ Hybrid Turf
(201) 343-3468
www.ezhybridturf.com

11. Foresight Sports
(858) 880-0179
www.foresightsports.com

12. Hospital for Special Surgery
(212) 606-1000
www.hss.edu/golf

13. Liberty Mutual
(800) 981-2372
www.libertymutual.com/PGA

14. Mitchell Golf Equipment
Company
(800) 437-1314
www.mitchellgolf.com

15. NuShield, Inc.
(877) 900-9192
www.nushield.com/golf

16. Pepsi
(866) 737-4653
www.pgalinks.com

17. Ping
(800) 474-6434
www.ping.com

18. Power Tee
(877) 769-3781
www.powertee.com

19. Pro-Head Trainer
(877) 396-8160
www.pro-head.com

20. Range Servant
(800) 878-8050
www.rangeservant.us

21. Sand Dollar’s Solutions
(610) 334-4103
www.sand-dollars.com

22. Tex-Net
(800) 541-1123
www.texnetusa.com

23. Wittek
(800) 869-1800
www.wittekgolf.com

Featured Partners

Welcome to the Family!

At the GRAA, we appreciate the business of all our partners that support our
many endeavors such as Golf Range Magazine, GRAA Best Practices, the GRAA
Awards Program, the GRAA Boot Camp Series as well as many other digital and
relationship programs. Recently, the GRAA has welcomed the following new
partners who have come on board to support the range side of the business and
partner with our members on growing the game and growing revenue at your
respective facilities:

Club Scrubber
(561) 818-5001
www.clubscrubber.net

Golf Range Specialties
(804) 305-3743
www.golfrangespecialtie
s.com

Tru Turf
(559) 421-9005
www.truturf.co
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Learn more and get started at:

www.PGA.com/ACTIVE

POWERFUL 
TOOLS

to drive more revenue 
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Jack Nicklaus raises the Wanamaker Trophy

at Oak Hill Country Club following his record-

tying fifth PGA Championship.
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I
n a career that saw him win 18 professional

majors, Jack Nicklaus always seemed to be

able to hit his best shots when the pressure

was on.  It turns out that the ability to perform

at his peak during the toughest situations

wasn’t just part of the Golden Bear’s makeup:

He actively tailored his practice sessions to

resemble on-course situations.

As the director of instruction for

Nicklaus Golf Academies around the

world, PGA Professional Mike

Malaska (inset) has heard first-hand

exactly how Nicklaus prepared for

tournaments.  He practiced specific

shots he knew he’d have to hit, and

imagined the nerves and excitement

he would feel during his rounds.

“Jack had the ability to create the

emotion that he would feel on the

course, even when he was practicing,” says

Malaska, the 2011 PGA Teacher of the Year.  

“He then could figure out what would work

under pressure.  Most people think hitting

balls is the key, and others even say that

perfect practice makes perfect.  But Jack took it

to a different level to create course emotions

and practice making his swing work under

those conditions.  That is perfect practice.”

Jack
Nicklaus

The Golden Bear
practiced with 

emotion and pressure

Final Shot
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